Relationships among mycorrhizal colonization, mineral nutrition and physiological status of *Daucus carota* growing on substrate from coal mine spoil heap
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Introduction

As the consequences of the mining industry operation degraded lands appeared, which cover almost 1% of the world lands area. Soils at such lands are often characterized by unfavourable structure, low pH, low availability of nutrients and low water retention capacity (Woźniak 2010). Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) create symbiotic associations with the roots of 80% of all terrestrial plant species. Basically the symbiosis of AMF with plants, growing under unfavourable conditions, allows better water and mineral nutrient uptake by host plants (Omirou et al. 2013). These beneficial AMF functions can be of great importance during climate change, in particular with regard to water shortages and the restoration of degraded ecosystems, including hard coal mine spoil heaps (Püschel et al. 2011). The coal spoil heaps investigated in this experiment are characteristic spots in the urban and industrial landscape of Upper Silesia, Poland. The relationships between mycorrhizal colonization, mineral nutrition and the physiological status of *Daucus carota* (carrot) growing on the soil from a hard coal mine spoil heap was examined. The aim of the study was to gather information in order to better design strategies for the reclamation of post-mining sites using the combination of inoculation with AMF and proper fertilization.

Materials and methods

The soil substrate was collected from a post-coal mine spoil heap located in Gliwice-Sośnica (Southern Poland). The experimental design included different combinations of AMF inocula and two doses of complete mineral fertilization (low and high) to assess the impact on growth and physiological status of carrot, which seeds were collected on the spoil heap under study. Two different types of inoculation were tested: a commercial inoculum and a mix of strains indigenous to the heap (including *Funneliformis mosseae* USK_A3 and *Rhizoglomus silesianum* USK_A5). The treatment without inoculation and fertilization was used as a control. Experiments were conducted in controlled conditions in a greenhouse. After 90 days of growth the photosynthetic and transpiration rate, the content of pigments (chlorophylls and anthocyanins) and malondialdehyde (MDA) as well as biomass were measured.
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Results and discussion

We showed that without mineral fertilization and with low dose of fertilization both types of inoculum did not affect the carrot growth. On the other hand, under high fertilization, we observed that inoculation improved significantly the growth of carrot. Furthermore, the native inoculum was found more effective than the commercial one. These results are partially in contrast with the paradigmatic view that high fertilization should inhibit the growth and root colonization by AMF. However, our results are in agreement with data obtained by Gucwa-Przepióra et al. (2007), who found that high dose of phosphate fertilizer applied to soil contaminated with heavy metals considerably increased plant growth and root colonization by AMF in situ. The growth effect was positively correlated with the stimulation of photosynthetic rate and the highest photosynthetic rate was measured in plants treated with a high dose of fertilizer and native inoculum. Moreover, the native AMF significantly stimulated the transpiration under both low and high fertilization, when compared to the commercial inoculum. Chlorophyll biosynthesis was stimulated primarily by fertilization, with the highest chlorophyll index when in combination with the native inoculum. An opposite trend was observed for the anthocyanin index. Moreover, native inoculum, especially under low fertilization treatment, decreased the anthocyanin content more than other treatments. Fertilization diminished the concentration of MDA irrespective of its dose and type of inoculum.

Conclusions

The best growth of *Daucus carota* on post-coal mine spoil heap substrate was found when a high dose of mineral fertilization was combined with indigenous AM fungi inoculation.
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